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Experience

Have you recorded your China, Crystal,
and Pottery preferences? Florence Langford suggests you record your preferences
in the Bridal Register which helps your
friends choose the gift you most desire.
You may choose from the following:
Fine China-your choice of the beau• tiful new Franciscan China or Spode
Lovely Crystal-Libby, Fostoria, or
Heisey
Gay Pottery-Franciscan's Square
Metropolitan. In Turquoise, Mauve,
Grey, Ivory
' Franciscan Duvtone
Coral, Turquoise, Blue, Yellow
Red Wing Pottery
Make your selection as early as possible
to avoid disappointment

FLORENCE LANGFORD'S GIFT SHOP
413 Douglas

Phone 554-J

Gleaned
T

HIS summer while many Iowa State women continue their studies in the speeded up educational
program, others will seek another means to accelerate their education. They will be employed in home
economics positions to discover whether they have
chosen a field interesting to them, to obtain experience in that field and to earn money.
The summer program gives experience which is
valuable to the student when she returns to classes.
The di.e tetics student who is an assistant in food service in a hospital not only sees exactly the type of work
she will do when she graduates but she also learns
some of the techniques the position will require. She
will understand better the material her professor discusses on the duties of the profession. Many city hospitals have summer positions in food service work for
which they engage college students who have completed their junior year.
Positions in summer camps have been of value to
students of child development or home economics education. They receive a first-hand opportunity to study
and work with children. As counselors and teachers,
they put to work their training in crafts, physical education, psychology and child development. Students
who are interested in foods work find their place in
camp life as a cook .or assistant cook.
In past years, Iowa State women have gained valuable experience by instructing the children of a social
settlement house in the practical methods of sewing
and of food preparation.
-Janet Russell

WE'LL MAKE YOUR
WARDROBE LAST
Need we remind you that "this
is wartime"? That clothesconservation
is
everyone's
duty, and that the best way
to conserve garments is by
thorough cleaning by a reliable
cleaner as often as necessary?
Let us be your clothing warden.

College Cleaners
136 Welch

Phone 2800
A well groomed appearance is essential when applying for positions
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